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Robert Venturi Denise Scott Brown
A team led by New York-based Selldorf Architects has won the contest to upgrade the National Gallery's Grade I-listed Sainsbury Wing, seeing off a number of big-name UK practices ...
National Gallery picks US architect for Sainsbury Wing upgrade
Along with husband and fellow architect Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown wrote Learning From Las Vegas, a game-changing tome which proposed that Sin City

s pop urban landscape of garish signs ...

Denise Scott Brown: Photographs, 1956‒1966
Denise Scott Brown in front of The Strip, Las Vegas, NV, US, 1966, Photo by Robert Venturi, courtesy of Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc. Sir David Chipperfield, Trustee of Sir John Soane ...
Architecture News
My early research brought me into the orbits of celebrity postmodernists such as Robert Venturi and his wife/partner-in-architecture, Denise Scott-Brown, who had themselves published a pop ...
The Heart of the Matter
Although Venturi and his wife, Denise Scott Brown, claim to have found inspiration in such monuments ... will be able to survive an entertaining version ofwhat they have to say. Robert Venturi, like ...
Elitist anti-elitism: Robert Venturi does Seattle
Jet travel and the Interstate Highway... Little did Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown know that at the moment their odes to the 1960s pop city Strip were being published, the Strip was already ...
The Strip: Las Vegas and the Architecture of the American Dream
Two Harvard Graduate School of Design students have started a petition with more than 10,000 signatures on behalf of architect-planner Denise Scott Brown ... architect Robert Venturi, and together ...
Answering Harvard's question about my personal life, 52 years later
The one set learns from New Jersey (Land Artist Robert Smithson), the other from Las Vegas (Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown). The one... A spectre is visiting the western world ‒ the spectre of ...
In Medias Res: Peter Sloterdijk's Spherological Poetics of Being
Postmodern Design Complete is the comprehensive reference to this period of vibrant design, as it profiles key creators including Graves, Mendini, Sottsass, Venturi, Charles Jencks, and Denise Scott ...
Postmodern Design Complete
All in all, Fortin s main argument is that although postmodernist theorists of architecture such as Robert Venturi and Aldo Rossi saw sf as ... Runner is not solely by Philip K. Dick or Ridley Scott.
Science Fiction Studies
At 35 floors plus a roof deck, Perla on Broadway rises high above the historic core of Downtown Los Angeles. The landmark Bradbury Building and Million Dollar Theatre are pictured in the foreground.
The Architect's Newspaper: The Latest Architecture and News
The order reflects the Biden administration s growing embrace of warnings by some economists that declining competition is hobbling the economy

s vitality, raising prices and reducing choices ...
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